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Abstract
This report describes the outcome of 28 days of geological mapping on the Isle of Kerrera,
Western Scotland. The aim was to understand the geological history of Kerrera, particularly
the paleoenvironment during the Devonian.
Kerrera’s geology consists of basal Dalradian slates (Easdale Slate Formation)
unconformably separated from Devonian sediments (Kerrera Sandstone Formation) and lavas
(Lorn Plateau Volcanic Formation). Tertiary basaltic dykes oriented northwest are the
youngest lithology.
The slates show centimetre to kilometre scale folding with a consistent axial orientation to the
northeast; the sediments dip gently to the west. The transtensional Gylen Fault on the east
coast bounds the Ardchoirc Basalt, emplacing it within the slates. The fault formed under the
same stress regime that caused the Great Glen Fault, which runs parallel to the Gylen Fault
approximately 10km to the west.
The Kerrera Sandstone Formation comprises of a sedimentary breccia, conglomerates,
sandstones and siltstones deposited in a continental environment. The patchy sedimentary
breccia lies on the unconformity, beneath an alluvial fan conglomerate. Further up the
sequence are fluvial sandstones and conglomerates, and lacustrine siltstones which contain
significant vertebrate and plant fossil material.
Basaltic and andesitic lavas of the Lorn Plateau Volcanic Formation have a calc-alkaline
composition and were deposited sub-aerially. Interaction between lava and unconsolidated
sediments created peperites; the lavas were emplaced contemporaneously with the sediments.
The Easdale slates record deformation from the Grampian Orogeny, whilst sediments allow
reconstruction of the Devonian paleoenvironment. Kerrera is therefore an important area for
understanding regional events in Scottish geological history.

[Word count: 249]
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1. Introduction
1.1 Geological and Geographical Setting
The area mapped was the southern half of the Isle of Kerrera, Inner Hebrides of Western
Scotland (Figure 1). Kerrera is located 500m offshore from the mainland town of Oban and
can only be reached by ferry.

50km

Isle of
Kerrera

2km
m
Figure 1. Maps to show location of the Isle of Kerrera. Large scale map shows the position of Kerrera on the west coast of Scotland in the
Inner Hebrides. The inset map shows Kerrera’s location between the mainland town of Oban and the Isle of Mull. Maps and scales from
Google Maps.

The geology of Kerrera comprises a basement of folded Dalradian slates (Easdale Slate
Formation) separated from Devonian sediments (Kerrera Sandstone Formation) by a major
unconformity. Basaltic and andesitic lavas (Lorn Plateau Volcanic Formation) erupted
synchronously with the sediments. The youngest rocks are northwest trending Tertiary basaltic
dykes.
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The Gylen Fault is the only fault of notable displacement on Kerrera, and has emplaced the
Ardchoirc Basalt amongst the slates on the east coast. The fault formed under a transtensional
regime, allowing strike-slip and dip-slip components of motion.
The aim of this project was to make a geological map of the southern half of Kerrera in order
to understand the geological history of the area and how it relates to the regional geology of
Scotland. In particular, this report will focus on the depositional environment during the
Devonian and the interaction between the Kerrera Sandstone Formation and Lorn Plateau
Lavas.
Kerrera is geologically important because it provides evidence for many regional events in
Scottish geological history, such as the Grampian Orogeny and the opening of the North
Atlantic. Whole specimens of previously unknown vertebrate species have been found in the
siltstone Fish Beds of the Kerrera Sandstone Formation, allowing biostratigraphic dating and
helping reconstruct the paleoenvironment during the Devonian.
The terrain of Kerrera consists of steep hills of variable exposure (maximum elevation
189m), separating marshy lowlands with poor exposure. Vegetation is scrubby and inland
access variable due to lack of paths; coastal areas have well exposed beach sections, but few
cliff sections. I mapped in a group of three, with Krishan Patel (Homerton College) and Holly
Zhang (Emmanuel College).
In this report I will first describe the stratigraphy, before outlining the structures in the area. I
will then discuss the sedimentology, followed by an analysis of the igneous geology. Finally,
I will summarise the geological history of the area, drawing on the evidence recorded during
the project.
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1.2 Previous literature
The first summary of Kerrera’s geology and palaeontology was the 1925 memoir of the
Geological Survey (Lee and Bailey, 1925), where it is first suggested the Fish Beds were
deposited in lake environments, formed in topographic hollows.
Interest in the Fish Beds continued after discovery of further specimens in 1962-3, and it was
suggested the fish inhabited brackish water in a tidal basin (Tarlo and Gurr, 1964). This was
not accepted and instead there is now general agreement the Fish Beds were deposited in a
lacustrine environment. Trewin et al (2012) suggest lakes formed by temporary damming of
the fluvial system which was depositing sandstones and conglomerates.
Durant (1999) describes the interaction between the Devonian sediments and lavas, which
show evidence of eruption into unconsolidated sediment and sub-aerial flow.
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2. Stratigraphy
2.1 Introduction
Kerrera is based in the Easdale Slate Formation, unconformably separated from the Devonian
Kerrera Sandstone Formation (KESA). Basaltic and andesitic lavas of the Lorn Plateau
Volcanic Formation (LPVO) were also emplaced
during the Devonian. Tertiary basaltic dykes are
the youngest lithology.
Figure 2 demonstrates the age relationships
between the lithologies. As the sequence and
thickness of the sediments is variable across the
island, the stratigraphic column is generalised.
In this section I will describe the appearance and
features of each lithology in turn.

Figure 2. Stratigraphic column to show age relationships between
lithologies of Kerrera. Beds of the KESA Formation are laterally
discontinuous and therefore bed thicknesses and their sequence are
schematic, as are lavas emplaced within the sediments.
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2.2 Easdale Slate Formation (ME); Argyll Group, Dalradian Supergroup
The Easdale Slate Formation outcrops on the east coast, Eilean Orasaig and Barnabuck. The
description in Lee and Bailey (1925) matches the field appearance, so the lithostratigraphic
name is used. Neoproterozoic and Early Cambrian forms have been found in the Easdale
Slates, dating them as of Vendian age (Downie, 1971).
The type section for the Easdale Slates is the east coast. The slates are dead black and
pyritous with distinct slaty cleavage, breaking the rock into 5-10mm sheets. Elsewhere, the
slates have a silvery phyllitic sheen, but the formation was not sub-divided. The slates are
very fine grained; the only visible mineral is pyrite of size 1-10mm (Figure 3). A thin section
(Figure 4) of phyllite shows crenulation cleavage formed by white mica, with porphyroblasts
of quartz, plagioclase, mica and pyrite following the fabric.

Figure 3.Pyrite crystals showing characteristic cubic morphology, 3-6mm in length. This example is from
Eilean Orasaig [79501 26673] and shows the golden colour expected for pyrite. Elsewhere on Kerrera, the
pyrite found was often tarnished and blackened.
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Figure 4. Thin section description of phyllite of the Easdale Slate Formation. The top half of the diagram shows appearance of minerals
under crossed polars, whilst the bottom is in plane polarised light. Prominent cracks both with the fabric and across it would have
transported fluid, and may have been re-opened whilst making the thin section. The thin section displays the crenulation cleavage marked
by the micas in the groundmass. Sample shared with mapping group.

The slates (beds 20-50cm) are interbedded with black limestone (beds 10-80cm), which often
has prominent quartz veins but no allochems. Both slate and limestone weather with a brown
colouration, and the limestone with honeycomb weathering.
The formation is folded on the centimetre to regional scale (see Structures section) but has
eroded to form flat lowlands.
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2.3 The Kerrera Sandstone Formation; Old Red Sandstone Supergroup
The Kerrera Sandstone Formation includes a
sedimentary breccia, conglomerates, sandstones
and siltstones, as described by Browne et al (2002).
A detailed log was taken at Port Dubh (Figure 5);
this location is the type section for all KESA
sediments except the Basal Conglomerate, which is
at Gylen Castle. All contacts within the formation
are conformable; sediments dip approximately 15°
northwest.
The conglomerates were not subdivided in the
field, as their appearance is similar and the
sedimentary sequence is not laterally constant.
However, for ease of description I will separate the
Basal Conglomerate from the Upper
Conglomerates in the report (there is one
conglomerate on the map). The Basal
Conglomerate describes the conglomerate directly
above the unconformity with the Easdale Slates.
The Upper Conglomerate describes the beds of
conglomerate further up the KESA sequence.
A detailed analysis of sedimentary features is in the
Sedimentology section.

Figure 5. Composite log of beds across shoreline and cliff sections at Port Dubh. Both
the base and the top of the section are rich in conglomerates, with sandstone and
siltstone dominating in the middle. This reflects changes in energy in the environment.
The sedimentary sequence is highly changeable across the island, so this log is very
localised.
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Sedimentary Breccia (DB)
The breccia was deposited on the unconformity, but is patchy and localised to one main
outcrop at Port Dubh (Figure 6). Unlike the conglomerates (see subsequent subsections) the
breccia contains no igneous clasts, which suggests it predates LPVO volcanism and is
therefore the oldest KESA lithology.
The breccia clasts are intraformational and consist predominantly of angular slate, with
limestone and rare sandstone. Clast size varies from 1-75cm; clasts are randomly oriented,
poorly sorted and mostly elongate.
The breccia is matrix supported with no bedding or internal structure. The patchy distribution
suggests the unconformity surface had significant topography, and breccia may represent
lithified scree from this surface (Trewin et al, 2012).

Figure 6.The sedimentary breccia at Port Dubh [79608 26709], facing north. Scale from diagram in field notebook. The
Easdale Slates are dipping to the northeast in the foreground. The unconformity between the slate and breccia can be
seen in the cliff face in the background. The breccia forms higher topography than the slates.
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Conglomerate Members (DC) - Basal Conglomerate
Where the breccia is not present, the Basal Conglomerate lies on the irregular unconformity
surface (Figure 7), which follows the eroded landscape of the underlying slates.
The Basal Conglomerate is matrix supported with a coarse, grey, sandy matrix of grain size
0.6-1.0mm. It is polymictic with slate, red quartzose and vesicular igneous clasts; clasts are
rounded and poorly sorted, ranging 1.2-23.0cm in size.

Figure 7. Well exposed unconformity between slate and Basal Conglomerate at [80500 26510], in
the bay directly north of Gylen Castle, facing SSE. The red dashed line marks the position of the
unconformity, demonstrating that it is not a flat surface but follows topography of old land surface.
Hammer height: 28.5cm.

Conglomerate Members (DC) - Upper Conglomerate
The Upper Conglomerate is interbedded amongst the sandstones and siltstones; it is matrix
supported with a grey sandy matrix of grain size 0.6-1.0mm. The composition of clasts is
predominantly igneous, with quartzite but no slate. Clasts are rounded and poorly sorted,
ranging from 1.7-20.0cm in size.
Bedding is rare; occasional sandy beds amongst massive conglomerate were used for
orientation data. Conglomerates form the high topography of the island due to their resistance
to weathering.
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Sandstone Member (DSa)
The sandstone is grey with sub-angular clasts of 0.6-1.0mm size. It is mature with grains of
quartz and lithic fragments, but no plagioclase.
Sandstones often show distinct planar bedding, 0.2-1.0m thick. However, cross-bedding is
common as well as instances of trough cross-bedding; discussed in the Sedimentology
section.
The sandstones are less resistant to weathering than the conglomerates so tend to weather out
and form valleys such as Gleann na Curra. The appearance of the sandstone does not change
significantly with weathering.
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Siltstone Members – (DSi)
The sandstone grades into siltstone: the Upper and Lower Fish Beds. These beds match
descriptions in Trewin et al (2012) and are so-called because of their significant vertebrate
fossil assemblage. The Port Dubh log (Figure 5) shows siltstone dominating the middle of the
sedimentary sequence, but this is not always the case because the beds are laterally
discontinuous and found only on the south and west coasts.

Lower Fish Beds
The Lower Fish Beds are fine grained and teal, with infrequent pale pink limestone nodules.
These beds have been dated using plant and spore data, and vertebrate fossil material, to give
an age of Lockovian (Dineley and Metcalfe, 1999).

Upper Fish Beds
The Upper Fish Beds are fine grained with red colouration and interbedded red mudstones.
Both siltstones have planar beds of 0.5-1.0cm thickness; the contact between them is
gradational, with red and teal interbeds observed (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Siltstones in Port Dubh [79186 26742], facing
west. The top of the hammer handle shows the teal
siltstone and at the hammer head is the red siltstone.
Hammer height 28.5cm.
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2.4 Lorn Plateau Volcanic Formation (LPVO)
Large, discrete basaltic and andesitic lava flows have the composition of the Lorn Plateau
Lavas as described in Lee and Bailey (1925); detailed analysis in Igneous Geology section.
Igneous clasts found in the KESA conglomerates and formation of peperites indicates
volcanic activity was synchronous with KESA deposition, 425–410 Ma (Rawcliffe and
Brown, 2014). The lava is homogenous with no banding or inclusions. Individual lava flows
are 0.5-1.0m thick and follow the orientation of the sediments, dipping gently northwest. The
lavas are resistant to weathering and therefore form high topography.

Basalts (IB)
Basaltic lava outcrops at Cnoc na Faire, Torbhain Mor and the Ardchoirc Basalt.
The basalt is fine-grained (grains <1mm), vesicular and dark grey; carbonate amygdales of
5mm size are common.
The basalt weathers orange-brown, becoming blocky and crumbly.

Andesites (IA)
Andesite lava is found at Carn Breugach and Rubha na Feundain.
The andesite has a pale pink, fine grained groundmass with biotite and white mica
phenocrysts typically between 2-3mm and black pyroxene crystals 1-2mm.
On weathering the andesite becomes crumbly with a pink to brick-red colour.
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2.5 Tertiary Dykes (IT)
Basaltic dykes are common and have an average trend of 128°, characteristic of Tertiary
dykes, with widths between 1-5m. The dykes intrude all other units and are therefore the
youngest lithology.

The basalt is fine grained and black, with no minerals visible in hand specimen.

On weathering the basalt becomes crumbly with a red-brown colouration, and often
completely weathers out.
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3. Structures
3.1 Introduction
In this section I will describe the structures of Kerrera; Figure 9 is a summary map showing
the major faults and folds.
I will first describe the significant folding in the slates, which contrasts the constant, shallow
dip of the KESA formation. Next, I will discuss the Gylen fault, which bounds the Ardchoirc
Basalt. Finally, I will describe the minor faulting across Kerrera.
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Figure 9. Summary map of structures on Kerrera. The Gylen Fault lies parallel to the east coast; it is the only major fault. Minor strike slip faults at Port Dubh and Rubha na Feundain have
displacement less than 5m. Strikes and dips are shown across the area. Stereoplots illustrate data from micro-folded Easdale Slates; all fold axes have very shallow plunges, with trends in the
northeast-southwest direction.

Laura Briggs
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3.2 Easdale Slates
Folding
The Easdale Slates are folded on centimetre to kilometre wavelengths. On the east coast, the
slates are generally oriented at 230° strike and dip at about 50° at the coastline, steepening
inland to a maximum of 80°. This is one limb of an anticline, with the other limb extending
towards the mainland. Elsewhere, folding has shorter wavelengths.
Micro-folds on the south coast (Figure 10), illustrate the difference in deformation style
between lithologies. The competent limestone bed (highlighted in red) retains its thickness
and forms 1B type folding; the incompetent slates fill the spaces between the crests and
troughs, forming type 1A and type 3 folding. Generally the folds are tight to isoclinal,
asymmetric and angular.

Figure 10. Folding in the bay west of Gylen Castle [80500 26510], facing south-southeast. Folds have a wavelength of approximately
15cm. The limestone bed is highlighted in red in the top image to show the thickness of the layer is constant throughout the fold.
Folding is irregular with local changes to wavelength and amplitude. Compass clinometer: 11cm.
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Stereoplots in figure 9 illustrate the orientation of folding on micro-folded outcrops at the
Little Horse Shoe, Rubha Seanach and Gylen Castle. The plunge of the folds is extremely
shallow, with trends in the northeast-southwest direction at all three localities. This
orientation is very consistent across all data of the Easdale Slates, as seen in Figure 11, with
an average trend of 51.4°, plunging 0.2°. Figure 11 also displays two distinct clusters of data
at either end of the great circle which is indicative of angular folding. This is consistent with
field observations.

N=214

Figure 11. Stereoplot to show bedding of slates across all folds
on Kerrera. Fold axis is oriented with trend 51.4° and plunge of
0.2° (3). Data plotted as poles to bedding planes.

Cleavages
Figure 12 shows the original bedding (S0), a near vertical planar cleavage (S1) and a
crenulation cleavage in the slates (S2). The principle stress direction to induce the S1 cleavage
was oriented at around 150°. The crenulations were formed by regional shortening during a
second deformation.
The observations agree with the description of Dalradian deformation in Craig (1983), during
the late Cambrian to early Ordovician. The deformation was caused by the Grampian
Orogeny during subduction of the Iapetus Ocean (see Synthesis). The primary deformation
formed large recumbent folds trending northeast–southwest. The secondary phase refolded
the primary folds along the same axes and produced crenulation cleavages. The folds on
Kerrera are consistent with this orientation of stress, and the cleavages reflect the multi-phase
deformation.
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Figure 12. Diagram above showing the cleavages seen in the slates at Eilean Orasaig [79443 26674]. Black lines indicate the orientation of
the original bedding (S0), red lines indicate the S1 cleavage and blue lines illustrate the crenulations with the dashed line indicating the
cleavage direction. Photo below shows the outcrop from which the diagram was drawn; facing north, GPS height 10cm.
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3.3 KESA Sediments
The KESA Formation dips at a shallow angle averaging 15.4° (NW) with a strike of 200°
(Figure 13). The dip of the beds is inherited from the unconformity surface below. Crossbedding is common in the sandstones and shows sediments are the right way up.

N=88

Figure 13. A stereoplot displaying poles to bedding planes in KESA sediments. Red dots are sandstone, blue are siltstone and
green are conglomerate. The data gives a mean bedding plane orientation of 199.5°/15.4°. Scatter due to irregular
unconformity surface below the sediments.
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3.4 Large Scale Faulting
The Ardchoirc Basalt lies parallel to the east coast amongst the slates; it is bounded by the
Gylen Fault system (Figure 9). The basalt has straight contacts with gullies either side (Figure
14); the fault plane of Gylen Fault East is oriented at 033°/65° (E).

Figure 14. Photo shows the fault controlled topography of south Kerrera, near
Rubha Seanach. This photo is facing north, with the house in the valley for scale.
On the left on the photo is a ridge of basalt and on the right is slate. The valley in
the centre was most likely formed due to movement on the fault.

The Great Glen Fault runs approximately parallel to the Gylen Fault, 10km west of Kerrera
(Figure 15). The Great Glen Fault is a sinistral transtensional fault with a displacement of
several hundred kilometres. The main phase of movement was during the late Silurian and
early Devonian, but smaller displacements continued throughout the Devonian (Smith and
Watson, 1983).
The Gylen Fault formed under the same transtensional regime such that a component of dipslip allowed a negative flower structure to emplace the Ardchoirc Basalt (Figure 16). A
second branch of the fault runs down the west side of the structure, down-faulting sediment
alongside the basalt. The Gylen Fault probably displaced the Ardchoirc Basalt soon after its
eruption in the early Devonian, consistent with the Great Glen Fault.
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100km

5km

Figure 15. Major faults of Scotland in the large scale map. The Great Glen Fault runs within 10km of
Kerrera, across the Isle of Mull. The fault orientation of the Great Glen Fault is very similar to the
Gylen fault, as shown in the inset map. The scales are approximate.
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Figure 16. Cross section AA’ across the south coast (top) and BB’across the centre of the island (bottom). Basal slates show irregular undulose folding. The
KESA Formation sediments have a constant shallow dip to the west. The Gylen Fault in the AA’ section had emplaced the Ardchoirc Basalt amongst the
slates and down-faulted a strip of sediment. The sediment strip is discontinuous along the main fault, and is not present in the BB’ section.
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3.5 Small Scale Faulting
A northeast oriented strike-slip fault through the bay of Port Dubh offsets dykes between
Eilean Orasaig and the coast by about 2m. This fault has the same orientation as the major
Gylen Fault, so probably formed under the same stress regime.
At Rubha na Feundain, the contact between the sediment and andesite is offset on the
northern coastline due to a dextral strike slip fault with displacement of about 5m. However,
this fault strikes 120° - the orientation of the Tertiary dykes. There are many similarly
oriented faults along the west coast which probably formed during the Tertiary.
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4. Sedimentology
4.1 Introduction
The KESA sediments consist of a basal breccia and conglomerate overlain by sandstones,
siltstones and a second conglomerate.
In this section I will describe the features of the KESA beds and the environment of
deposition inferred from this.
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4.2 Conglomerates
Conglomerate clast analysis was performed at Gylen Castle (Basal Conglomerate), Port Dubh
and Port Phadruig (Upper Conglomerates). Figure 17 shows the Basal Conglomerate is
dominated by quartzite clasts whereas the Upper Conglomerate is dominated by igneous
clasts.
The presence of igneous clasts in the Basal Conglomerate shows the Lorn Lavas had already
been emplaced in the region and were being eroded at this time. The Easdale Slates were not
exposed when the Upper Conglomerate beds were deposited so could not be eroded to form
clasts.
The quartzite is of extraformational origin as there are no rocks of this composition in the
area, whereas slate and igneous clasts are intraformational.
Conglomerate Clast Composition
80

Percentage of clasts

70
60
50
Quartzite

40

Igneous

30

Slate

20

Other

10
0
Gylen Castle (Basal)
Port Dubh (Upper) Port Phadruig (Upper)
Locality of conglomerate analysed
Figure 17. Gylen data (Basal Conglomerate) taken at [80529 26532] and [80528 26532]; 93 clasts analysed. Port Dubh
(Upper Conglomerate) data taken at [79239 26777], [79274 26724] and [79255 26803]; 83 clasts analysed. Port Phadruig
(Upper Conglomerate) at [79549 28216]; 32 clasts analysed. Data collected and shared amongst the mapping group. Basal
Conglomerate dominated by quartzite clasts, whereas Upper Conglomerates are dominated by igneous clasts. “Other” group
is made up of siltstones and cherts.

Quartzite is more resistant to erosion than the other clasts, so must have endured significantly
more abrasion to become rounded. It is therefore likely the quartzite clasts were reworked
from a previous boulder bed and redeposited with the other clasts.
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The Basal Conglomerate has a greater mean and maximum clast size than the Upper
Conglomerate (Figure 18), indicating it was deposited by a higher energy flow. Furthermore,
the standard deviation of the Basal Conglomerate is 4.17cm, which indicates poorer sorting
than the Upper Conglomerate with standard deviation of 3.47cm. Both data sets are positively
skewed, although the Upper Conglomerate more strongly, indicating a larger proportion of
finer grained material in the distribution.

Basal Conglomerate Clast Size
35
Mean: 6.23cm
Standard deviation: 4.17cm
Maximum: 23.0cm

30

Frequency

25
20
15
10
5
0

Clast length/ cm

Upper Conglomerate Clast Size
40
Mean: 6.11cm
Standard deviation: 3.47cm
Maximum: 20.0cm

35
Frequency

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Clast length/ cm

Figure 18. Histograms to show the distribution of clast sizes in the Basal and Upper Conglomerates. The Basal
Conglomerate has a greater mean clast size and larger range of data. The Upper Conglomerate has a lower standard
deviation and is more positively skewed, indicating a larger proportion of finer grained material.
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The paleocurrent data of the Basal Conglomerate has a polymodal distribution (Figure 19)
which indicates deposition of material from multiple source regions. The large clast size,
poor sorting, lack of structure and large proportion of clasts suggests the Basal Conglomerate
was deposited during sheet flood events from alluvial fans, building a new landscape over the
eroded slates.

Figure 19. Rose diagram with 20° bin size for Gylen Castle Basal
Conglomerate. Data taken from [80529 26532] and [80528
26532]. No convincing paleocurrent direction for this data which
indicates material was brought into the basin from multiple
source regions. Data from trend and plunge of clast long axis.
Rose diagram not corrected for bedding; shallow dip (<15°)
makes negligible difference.

Figure 20. Rose diagram to show paleocurrent data for Upper
Conglomerate at Port Dubh [79239 26777], [79274 26724] and [79255
26803]. Bin size 20 °, data from trend and plunge of clast long axis.
Data shows a mean vector at 294°, indicating a paleo-flow towards the
west-northwest direction. Rose diagram not corrected for bedding;
shallow dip (<15°) makes negligible difference.

The Upper Conglomerate has a paleocurrent direction towards the west-northwest (294°),
although the data is quite spread (Figure 20). The greater sorting and single paleocurrent
direction indicates a fluvial environment, with flash flood events transporting coarse material
from highlands east-southeast of Kerrera.
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4.3 Sandstone
The sandstones signify a lower energy environment than that which formed the
conglomerates.
The sandstone beds contain channel lenses, sometimes with several lenses on the same
horizon (Figure 21). This suggests a braided river with multiple channels; an anastomosing
river is unlikely in the early Devonian as there would have been little rooted vegetation to
anchor permanent bars (Gibling and Davies, 2010). Further evidence for a braided system is
trough cross-bedding, which could be attributed to migrating bars in a channel (Figure 22).
Raindrop impressions (6mm diameter) found in the sandstone near Port Dubh could have
formed during periodic rainfall on a flood plain environment.

Figure 21. Schematic diagram of a cliff section with two channel lenses on the same horizon. The channel
lenses are infilled with coarser grained material. Total height of cliff is 4.5m, width approximately 3.5m.
[79054 26712].
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Figure 22. A section of trough cross-bedding, clearest in the upper right of the photo, indicated by the box
(hammer for scale, 28.5cm). GPS [78762 26711], facing east.

Cross-bedding occurs on a range of scales, all of
which shows sediments are the right way up; the
planar lower beds are truncated by the dipping
upper beds. Figure 23 shows a section of cross
bedding around 1m across which could have
formed in a channel by migration of dune
bedforms.
Figure 24 shows cross bedding of around 10m
across; a large river channel depositing cross-beds
multiple times built up this large-scale crossbedded structure.
Figure 23. Weathered sandstone with cross-bedding
highlighted; facing northeast, GPS height 10cm. The
cross-beds are truncated at the top surface so the
sandstone is the right way up (younging upwards). The
flow direction would have been to the southeast (left
to right in this image). GPS [80925 27272].
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Figure 24. Large-scale cross-bedding in sandstone. The large beds on the far right of the image dip to the northwest, whilst the beds in the
centre of the image dip southwest. [78906 26676].
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4.4 Siltstone
The Lower Fish Beds are teal because they were deposited in an anoxic environment, which
caused iron reduction and allowed organic matter to be preserved. The Upper Fish Beds are
interbedded with red mudstone and their colouration indicates deposition in an oxidising
environment. Within the Upper Fish Beds, there are several interbeds of teal siltstone which
show oxygen levels were fluctuating.
A quiet environment is necessary to deposit siltstone, such as a lake, in order for fine grained
material to fall through the water column. Oxygen could be periodically refreshed by river
water, creating cycles of oxidation and reduction.
The siltstone “Fish Beds” host a diverse fossil fauna. Previous fish discoveries are dominated
by cephalaspid headshields of Cephalaspis lornensis, with material from anaspids and
placoderms. Arthropod fossils and traces have also been uncovered, as well as plant and fungi
material (Dineley, 1999).
In samples (shared by the mapping group) taken from the Lower Fish Bed in Port Dubh,
disarticulated Thelodont scales were recovered 1(Figure 25) of size 0.1-0.5mm. Thelodont
scales have been previously documented by Tarlo and Gurr (1964). The scales found were
relatively rare and quality of preservation is variable.

Figure 25. Thelodont fish scales from the siltstone beds at [79821 26743] (siltstone interbeds in sandstone). Disarticulated Thelodont
scales are found in the Lower Fish Bed siltstones. Species have not been assigned to these scales, although four different Thelodont
species have been previously recorded from the same beds, (Smith, 2014).

1

Processing of siltstone samples by Dr Martin Smith - Junior Research Fellow, University of Cambridge Department of Earth Sciences
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Terrestrial filamentous fungi material was also found in the samples (Figure 26); the
predominant species was Ornatifilum lornensis, first described by Wellman (1995). This
species of fungi is indicative of a continental environment so was transported by the fluvial
system to be preserved with the fish.

Figure 26. Fungi of species Ornatifilum lornensi, from the Lower
Fish Bed samples, which were first reported by Wellman (1995).
This specimen shows the branching structure that is typical of this
species.

Tarlo (1967) used the fish fauna to date the Lower Fish Beds as Lockovian (earliest
Devonian) whilst plant material has provided an earlier age of Downtonian (SilurianDevonian boundary), (Dineley, 1999).
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4.5 Interpretation
Field evidence indicates the KESA sediments were deposited in a continental environment.
An alluvial fan system accounts for the deposition of the Basal Conglomerate, whereas a
fluvial system deposited the sandstones and Upper Conglomerates. The sandstone beds were
the product of normal flow conditions; the Upper Conglomerates formed during flash-flood
events, transporting coarse material from highlands southeast of the area.
The siltstones were deposited in a quiet lake environment; Lee and Bailey (1925) suggest
lakes formed in topographic hollows. Trewin et al (2012) suggest formation of lakes due to
damming of the river systems, which could have occurred due to landslips, volcanic activity
or faulting. Observation of lava flows interacting with the sediments (see Igneous Geology)
and minor faulting in Port Dubh (see Structures) makes the damming hypothesis plausible,
although both explanations could fit the field evidence. As nearly whole fish specimens have
been recovered in the past, as well as trace fossils formed by the fish (Dineley, 1999), it is
likely they lived in the lacustrine environment and were not transported far after death.
Tarlo and Gurr (1964) suggested the siltstone was deposited in a tidal basin. No evidence of
tidal features was found in the sediments, and the fossil assemblage suggests a freshwater
environment. I therefore favour a continental environment for the KESA sediments, and
discount the tidal basin interpretation.
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5. Igneous Geology
5.1 Introduction
The Lorn Plateau Volcanic Formation covers an area of 300km2 of Western Scotland
(Durant, 1999). All lavas are fine grained and form discrete flows except Rubha na Feundain,
which has a more complex emplacement mechanism.
In this section I will first describe the composition of the Lorn Lavas, then how they were
emplaced. I will then discuss the timing of lava emplacement, and the interaction with the
KESA formation.
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5.2 Composition

The basalts, such as Torbhain Mor (Figure 27), have a groundmass rich in plagioclase but all
olivine has been serpentinised, now only recognisable by the mineral shape. In hand
specimen the basalt is dark grey (indicating a mafic composition) and highly vesicular with
5mm amygdales of calcite (Figure 28) or a green microcrystalline mineral.

Figure 26. Carbonate amygdales seen in Cnoc na Faire basalt outcrop above right of
the pen cap. Carbonate rich fluids would have flushed through the rock after
emplacement in order to form these features.

Figure 27. Thin section description for Torbhain Mor basalt. Olivine has been serpentinised; original mineralogy would have been basaltic
with plagioclase groundmass and olivine phenocrysts. The left of the diagram is under plane polarised light whereas the right side is under
crossed polars. Mineral percentages: Plagioclase - 50%, Serpentine – 15%, Calcite - 15%, Green mineral – 15%, Oxides – 5%. Groundmass
illustrated under crossed polars. Sample shared with mapping group.
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Figure 28. Carbonate amygdales seen in Cnoc na Faire basalt above right of the pen cap. [79221 27691].

The andesites are clearly more evolved than the basalts as they include biotite and
clinopyroxene phenocrysts without olivine. Clinopyroxene and plagioclase are both
pseudomorphed by calcite in the Rubha na Feundain thin section (Figure 29); the groundmass
is dominated by plagioclase feldspar.
Calcite pseudomorphs plagioclase in the andesites and forms amygdales in the lavas;
carbonate rich fluids flushing through the rock must have interacted with calcium in the
feldspar for calcite formation.
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Figure 29. Thin section description of Rubha na Feundain. Left half of diagram shows view under plane polarised light; right side shows
view under crossed polars. Phenocryst proportions: Biotite – 35%, Clinopyroxene – 20%, Calcite – 35%, Oxides – 8%, Apatite – 2%.
Groundmass illustrated under crossed polars. Sample shared with mapping group.
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Groome and Hall (1974) argue the Lorn Lavas are calc-alkaline in composition. The thin
sections described above contain plagioclase phenocrysts and abundant groundmass iron
oxides which is characteristic of a calc-alkaline rock. However, no iron oxide phenocrysts are
present which would be expected for this composition.
The AFM diagram below (Figure 30) shows the Lorn lavas have a similar composition to the
Cascades calc-alkaline trend, with
little iron enrichment. This suggests
the lavas have a sub-crustal source
with a high potassium content that is
indicative of origin in the deepest
levels of a subduction zone.
The calc-alkaline trend formed due
to magma mixing; acid magma is
formed by melting of the crust as
basic magma rises to the surface,
Figure 30. AFM diagram for the Lorn Lavas. Hawaiian alkali (H),
Thingmuli tholeiitic (T) and Cascades calc-alkaline (C) trends are shown
for comparison. A=Na2O + K2O; F = Fe2O + FeO; M=MgO. Squares
represent basalts, circles andesites and triangle dacites and rhyolites. The
plot shows the Lorn Lavas fall on the calc-alkaline trend. Groome and
Hall (1974).
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5.3 Emplacement
Lava Flows
Individual lava flows 0.5-1.0m thick (Figure 31) follow the bedding of the KESA sediments
with a shallow dip to the northwest. Many flows have a red-purple tinge, indicating oxidation
due to sub-aerial exposure.

Figure 31. Basaltic lava flows (highlighted in yellow) near Rubha Seanach [80670 26223], facing south. Hammer for scale, 28.5cm. Flow
orientation 226/28°, similar to sediment data as expected because the lava would have flowed over the KESA beds.

Lava flows also show columnar jointing which occurs when lava shrinks on cooling, causing
stresses to develop. The vertical stresses due to gravity cause the flow to settle whereas
horizontal stresses are realised by cracking. Uniform cooling conditions and the homogeneity
of the lava favour hexagonal jointing.
A lava flow cools and solidifies from all sides, but cooling rates are not even in all directions.
The base of the lava flow is insulated by the ground whereas the top loses heat far more
quickly due to exposure to air. The slower cooling base therefore forms thick, regular
colonnades, whilst the top forms a chaotic, irregular entablature structure (Figure 32).
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Figure 32. Columnar jointing at [78929 27712], facing south. Beneath the dashed line the columns appear to be regular and
form distinct polygonal columns – a colonnade array. However, above the dashed line the columns are much less distinct
and the structure is hard to discern, an entablature array. This is caused by contrasting cooling rates at the top and the base
of the lava flow.
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Rubha na Feundain
Rubha na Feundain shows steep contacts with the surrounding sediments (Figure 33), dipping
at 80°. This has been interpreted as a volcanic plug, with the base of the outcrop forming “an
oval, vent-like feature” (Durant, 1999). A plug forms if the magma in the neck of an active
volcano solidifies, blocking the liquid magma beneath. The outer layers of the volcano
weather more easily than the plug, thus leaving the hill structure preserved.

Figure 33. Diagram to show the contact between conglomerate and andesite on the north side of Rubha na Feundain [78612
26746]. The contact is steeply dipping at 80°. The change in topography across the conglomerate is due to wave erosion, with
high tide covering the contact.

However, Rubha na Feundain also shows a distinctive jointing structure with all joints angled
inwards towards the centre (Figure 34). Jointing generally forms perpendicular to the
bounding surfaces of a body which indicates a saucer-like structure: a shape characteristic of
a lopolith rather than a cylindrical volcanic plug.
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Figure 34. Schematic diagram of Rubha na Feundain to show the orientation of the jointing across outcrops on the hill. All
jointing is oriented towards to the centre of the hill, with near vertical measurements at locality 7. Photograph shows the same
area, vegetation obscures much of the outcrop. Base of hill is 25m across. [78631 26731], facing southwest.
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Rubha na Feundain is the only igneous feature with this structure on Kerrera. It is not certain
how it formed; there is no conclusive evidence for either of the two mechanisms discussed.
The age of this feature is also unknown but as it has the same composition as the other
andesites, it is likely to be coeval with the Lorn Lavas.
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5.4 Timing of igneous activity

In the base of Cnoc na Faire, there is a lens of hard, red, quartz-rich material around 10m in
length and 1m at its thickest, within brecciated basaltic lava (Figure 35). Lobes of basalt
protrude into the lens surrounded by selvages of lens material (Figure 36).

Figure 35. Photo and diagram of a jasper lens in the base of Cnoc na Faire basalt. The lens was situated 1m from the
base of the cliff at [79269 27859] and was 10m long. The lens was very hard and appeared to fracture into sheets.
The surrounding basalt was brecciated, and lobes of basalt were seen in the lens.
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Durant (1999) suggests that this lens was formed when lava flowed over unconsolidated
sediments, entraining a strip of sandstone into the flow which silicified to form jasper. The
brecciation in the basalt surrounding the lens shows it encountered an unusual amount of
resistance on flowing over the landscape, which would not be expected from lithified rocks.

Figure 36. Middle section of the Jasper lens; hammer height 28.5cm. Above the hammer is an
oval hollow which may have been filled with basalt to form pillow shaped lobes, surrounded by
a selvage of jasper.

This feature is important because it could only have formed if the lavas and sediments were
emplaced contemporaneously such that the sediments were unconsolidated beneath the lava
flows.
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6. Synthesis
6.1 Introduction
In this section I will bring together observations made in the field to create a geological
history of Kerrera, in a local and regional context. This will focus on four time periods: the
Paleozoic, Devonian, Tertiary and Quaternary.
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6.2 Paleozoic: Easdale Slate Formation
The formation of the Easdale Slates is closely linked with the evolution of the Iapetus Ocean.
The sedimentary protolith was deposited on the Laurentian margin as the Iapetus opened, and
was deformed and metamorphosed as it closed.

Deposition of protolith
The slate protolith was a fine grained micaceous mudstone, formed under anoxic conditions
(to favour pyrite formation) and interbedded with black, organic-rich limestone. This facies is
characteristic of deposition in a deep marine turbidite basin; the Argyll Group (Figure 37)
shows a broad trend of rapid subsidence on forming this basin (Woodcock and Strachan,
2012).

Figure 37. Dalradian stratigraphy (Woodcock and Strachan, 2012). The Argyll group shows a rapid deepening of
facies such that the Easdale Slate formation was deposited in a turbidite basin.
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The basin formed by continental rifting during the break-up of supercontinent Rodinia, in the
Neoproterozoic, to form the Iapetus Ocean (Figure 38).

Figure 38. Changes in arrangement of continents in order to form the Iapetus Ocean (Woodcock, 2013). Top
left describes the Rodinia supercontinent before formation of Iapetus. By the latest Neoproterozoic the
Iapetus Ocean had opened and was stable until the early Ordovician.

Metamorphism of protolith
The Dalradian is folded with fold axes oriented northeast, and metamorphosed from the
sedimentary protolith to slates and phyllites. This greenschist facies metamorphism is typical
of the southwest Highlands region, with low temperatures of around 400°C and high
pressures between 9-12kbar (Woodcock and Strachan, 2012). This corresponds to the biotite
zone of Barrow metamorphism.
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The Dalradian was metamorphosed during the Grampian Orogeny (480-460Ma), the first
stage of the Caledonian Orogeny, when the Iapetus Ocean was closing (Figure 39). A
volcanic island arc (The Taconic Arc) in the Iapetus collided with Laurentia during
subduction towards the southeast. The impact of the collision caused significant regional
deformation, realised by significant folding and faulting; the polarity of subduction was also
reversed, now oriented northwest (Woodcock and Strachan, 2012).

Figure 39. Simplified diagrams of the Laurentian margin over the Ordovician period. Early Ordovician subduction brings the Taconic Arc towards
the Laurentian Margin, where the Dalradian sediments accumulated. By the mid-Ordovician the Taconic Arc collided with Laurentia in the
Grampian Orogeny. Crustal material was obducted onto the continent to form an ophiolite. The deformation to the Dalradian sediments caused folds
and faults due to compressive forces as well as low grade metamorphism to the Easdale slates.
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6.3 Devonian: Deposition of the ORS sediments and lavas
The Caledonian Orogeny ended during the Silurian when the Iapetus Ocean closed, bringing
together Laurentia, Eastern Avalonia and Baltica to form Laurussia (Figure 40). By the
earliest Devonian, Laurussia sat astride the equator, with Scotland at latitude 15-20° South.
Scotland sat in the interior of the continent, with a semi-arid climate favouring deposition of
sediments in alluvial and fluvial environments.
A regional transtensional regime was caused by the continued northeast movement of the
Avalonian crust with respect to the Laurentian crust throughout the Devonian. Transtensional
faults, such as the Great Glen Fault, created down-faulted basins in which the Devonian
sediments and lavas could be deposited and preserved (Woodcock and Strachan, 2012).
Under these conditions the Gylen Fault on Kerrera moved the Ardchoirc Basalt to its current
position within the Easdale slates.
The Lorn lavas are a product of deep melting under the Laurentian margin during the
subduction that closed the Iapetus. They are highly shoshonitic (Durant, 1999), with a calcalkaline geochemistry that originated in the deepest part of the subduction zone.
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Figure 40. Diagrams to show the amalgamation of Baltica, Avalonia and Laurentia to form Laurussia (Barclay et al, 2005). The
Iapetus Ocean begins to close by the end-Ordovician, and is completely closed by the Lockovian. In the Devonian Scotland is
in the interior of the continent, therefore forming arid continental basins for accumulation of the Old Red Sandstone sediments.
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6.4 Tertiary: Dykes and faults
No Tertiary sediments are found on Kerrera (or across most of Scotland) due to uplift during
the opening of the North Atlantic Ocean (Figure 41). This occurred due to the Thulean plume
under the rift zone, which formed a volcanic margin. The plume formed the North Atlantic
Igneous Province with both acid and basic igneous centres, lava flows and basaltic dykes
oriented northwest–southeast.
There are abundant basaltic dykes and minor faults in this orientation on Kerrera, which
formed during this event.

Figure 41. The Thulean plume which caused the uplift of Britain from the latest Cretaceous period by coinciding with a midocean ridge. Intrusive igneous bodies, lava flows and basaltic dykes are seen across Scotland due to this event. (Woodcock
and Strachan, 2012).
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6.5 Quaternary: Glaciation
The peak of the last glaciation (Devensian) in
Scotland was 20kya, with the end of the
glaciation about 11kya (Woodcock and
Strachan, 2012).
Boulder clay (Figure 42) formed under the
glacier is the most abundant superficial deposit
on Kerrera, (Figure 43).
Figure 42. Boulder clay was deposited during the Devensian glaciation
and now provides surface cover across Kerrera. Compass clinometer
11cm.

Figure 43. Drift map of Kerrera shows the majority of the island is covered in glacial boulder clay. The south coast displays raised beach
deposits which formed due to post-glacial rebound.
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Evidence of glacial activity is easily seen from the extensive raised beaches along the south
coast (Figure 44). Raised beaches are formed because the lithosphere is depressed under the
load of the glacier; after the ice melts, the load is removed and the lithosphere slowly
rebounds. There are many old sea caves and arches which are now at elevations of
approximately 20m, showing the old sea level (Figure 45).
A first order approximation of the relative sea level change over the last 11kyr can be made
using 20m as the current elevation of the raised beach. This gives a rate of 1.8mm/yr, which
is close to the estimate for Western Scotland of 1.5mm/yr (Woodcock and Strachan, 2012).

Figure 44. Raised beaches seen along the south coast, photo facing northwest from Rubha Seanach. Under the castle an arch is
visible, which has an elevation of 21m.
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20m

5m

Figure 45. This cave is found in the basalt at [80700 26208] near Rubha Seanach, facing southeast. The elevation of this cave is 17m;
this would have been formed at sea level during the last glaciation. Scales from field sketch in notebook.
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